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Sweater & Fabric Prep
If you are using a wool sweater, it will need to be felted first.  To felt and shrink wool sweaters wash in very
hot water. Dry the sweaters in the dryer on the hottest setting. You can wash and dry them with a pair of
gym shoes or tennis balls to help agitate and tighten the fibers.

Pattern Assembly
Due to the large size of the pattern pieces, you will need to assemble the pattern first.  Simply fold one
sheet on the dotted line and line up with the dotted line on the corresponding page.  Here is the what the
page set up will look like.
            Eight Panel Skirt

Decide what size you will be using and cut out the pattern.

● Sewing machine or serger is optional
● Skirt: Felted  wool sweaters, cotton

sweaters, fleece, or knits
● Waistband:  Use rib knits or any

stretch fabric that has 100%
stretch. Recycled shirts with a lot
of spandex content work really
well.

● Scissors
● Pins
● Trim and accessories optional

Materials and Items Needed

*The fabric for the waistband needs to have at least 100%
stretch to it.  To test a fabric piece, measure an inch off with
your fingers.  Holding those points with your fingers, see if
you can stretch and at least double the measurement.  If

you can, that fabric piece will work as the waistband.
I like to get fabric with a little Spandex in it.  If you are
recycling and old shirt or clothing, read the label to see

what the fabric content is.  It will say what % of spandex it
has, if it does have any.

To make sure your pattern is printing the correct size, this square
should measure 1” square. Make sure page scaling is turned off on your printer!

To get the optimal use out of the sweaters, cut down
the side seam and up the one arm hole to the neck. This will

allow you to open up the sweater and make it more
accessible for cutting. To get more texture, and to add a

little character, don’t be afraid to use the wrong side of the
sweater as the right side.

.

Women Waist Hips
US Size Inches Inches

2 23 34
4 25 35
6 27 37
8 29 39

10 31 41
12 33 43
14 35 46
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Cutting Out
Double Fold Waistband (all views)
To get the measurement for the waistband:

● Measure waist and subtract 3 inches.
● Divide this number by 4 to get the width of each of your 2 non-elastic waistband pieces (you make

these pieces much narrower than the actual waist size because there is no elastic, so the band needs to
be taut in order to hold up the weight of the skirt.) The height of each panel will be 15” for any size
skirt. After all the pieces are sewn together, this will result in a 7.5″ band that can then be folded down
in half to 3.5″, which is a perfect and comfy waistband for all ages.

Write your waist measurement in the box below.

Using the Fabric From a Repurosed Knit Top or Skirt for the
waistband:
Using a reporposed knit shirt or skirt is a wonderful way to save money and get a
better variety of color for the waistband of your skirt. Here are a few tips.

● Make sure the fabric has enough stretch. *See note on previous page.
● Open the shirt up and fold down the center front or back of the shirt.

(Side seams will be lined up).  Make sure the fold is even with the grain
of the fabric and lays nice and flat.

● Trim off the bottom hem perpendicular with the folded edge.
● Using as much of the shirt as you can, cut off the top portion.
● Using your waist measurement, cut out two waistband pieces.  (One

from the front of the shirt and the other from the back).  You will have
two waistband pieces.  (The waistband can always be shortened an inch or
two if you find you don’t have enough fabric).

Cutting Out
● Choose fabrics, or sweater pieces for the skirt.  *(Whatever you choose, try to keep similar weights of

fabrics so it will hang evenly).

● Measure where you want the skirt to hang and see if you need to add or shorten the
length of the skirt. Keep in mind the 3 inches for the waistband.  Leave ½ inch if you
plan to hem the skirt.  (Felted sweaters really do not need to be hemmed, as the
fabric will not fray. You can also finish the hem with a serger).

Cut out 8 different pieces and decide in which order you want them to be.  Stack the pieces
on top of each other and set aside until sewing. Stretch
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Fold the tube in half (Wrong Sides
Together).

This is a good place to try on the
waistband.  As all fabrics have different
stretch, you may need to take it in.

(Better now than after you have applied it to the
skirt).

Line up side seams and
mark half way points with
pins.

Place the waistband piece INSIDE the
skirt.

The WRONG side of the skirt OUT.

Match up side seams of waistband
with side seams of the skirt. Pin in place.

Match center points and pin in place. The
waistband will be smaller than the skirt, that is
correct.

Using a ½
seam
allowance,
sew
around
the

waistband.  Back
stitch at the
beginning and end
of the seam.

You will be sewing through
three layers of fabric, so
take your time and keep
edges even.  Stretch to fit as
you sew.

Trim edges and finish seam
edge with a zigzag stitch, if not using a serger.

Sewing
This skirt can be reversible by simply flipping
the waistband over to the other side. Then you
can switch out having he seams exposed or
not.. Both have a fun and whimsy look.

Decide which sides of the fabric you want
to be on the outside. ( I often use the
wrong side of the sweater fabric for the
outside).

Seams on outside:
Take the first two pieces from your stack.  Place
WRONG Sides Together (WST).

Seams on inside:
Place pieces (Right Sides Together).

Start from the bottom up and
sew seam, USING 3/8 INCH
SEAM ALLOWANCE.  This is
usually the edge of your
presser foot.

Pick up the next piece and with (WST),
sew seam.  Continue until you have joined all eight
pieces together, joining the first piece to the last.

Trim seams to ¼ inch. Not necessary if you are using
a serger.

WAIST BAND:
Place waistband pieces
(RST) with side edges
even.  Pin in place.

Using a ½ inch seam
allowance, sew side

seams.  This will form a tube.
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Hemming
If you have used felted sweater material, you can just leave the edges
how they are, as they will not fray.  Or you can hem using one of the
hemming methods below.

1.  A simple one fold hem.
This can be done by finishing the edge with the serger, or a zigzag stitch,
folding under ½  inch and top stitching with a single needle machine.  If
you have a serger that has a cover stitch feature, this is a great place to
use it.

2.  A rolled hem.

Simply roll fabric under ¼ inch and then another ¼ inch and top stitch.
For knits and lighter weight fabrics you can also use the rolled hem
feature on a serger if you have one.

3.  Adding trim & embellishments
Use one of the methods above and then top stitch a cute trim along the
bottom edge.

4.  Finish with serger.
Using your serger, simply sew all the way around bottom edge, taking
care to open up seams when sewing over them.

You can embroider or apply a cute applique to give the skirt a unique
custom touch.

Use your imagination and have fun creating.  The
combinations of colors and textures are endless.
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